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you seen Share and Connect. If you own a Tacoma, you already know that you're part of a cult
For many, our mods have to be planned out and budgeted financially, so I polled TacomaWorld.
This tailgate lock not only prevents thieves from stealing your tailgate, but when coupled with a
tonneau cover, will protect your valuables as well. I've never met a Tacoma owner who doesn't
want an aftermarket grille insert for their Tacoma. This is definitely one of the most popular
mods we see, so rip out that old grille and mount up an aluminum, black powder-coated grille
and give your Tacoma the facelift it deserves. When you drive a truck, it's really hard to see
what's in front of you on the ground. Adding a front camera helps when pulling into parking
spaces or pulling into your garage to make sure you going in straight and not running anything
over. This tray allows the bottom of your console to be the catch all for your crap, while having
a nice organized section for the things you use most. A tonneau will allow you to protect what's
in your bed from the harshest weather conditions and when coupled with the tailgate lock,
secure them as well. Ditch lights are something I've never really heard of or seen before, but
they help off roaders get more light coverage, up to degrees on each side of the vehicle.
Scotchgard is a no brainer for anyone who has a car, truck, couches, or other fabric based
furniture. Spray on coats and watch the juice and soda roll right off your seats to your rubber
floor mats. One quick way to give your truck a facelift is by installing tailgate inserts into the
embossed Tacoma logo on the bottom of your tailgate. There are so many different kinds, but I
like the ones cut out of vinyl. They are cheap and easy to put on and can be swapped out for
different colors in the blink of an eye. Why most cars and trucks don't come with automatic, gas
spring based hood lifts is beyond me. I mean, it's people! These hood struts make it easy to
prop open the hood of your Tacoma when you need to clean or work on your engine. Their LED
fog light pods make it quick and easy to install a brighter, more powerful light at half the price of
their competitors. One of the best phone mounts I've come across is the Scosche mount. It's
good looking and mounts just about anywhere to keep your phone front and center while you're
out on a drive. Tacoma owners who tow a lot love the anytime backup camera. One of the basic
mods you can make to any car or truck is adding tint. If you run any sort of a bed cover, you
know it's very dark in the bed of your truck, day or night. These sweet bed rail lights provided
by Matt Gecko give you the light you need to see anything and everything while your cover is
down. A lot of Tacoma owners don't realize that where their AC condensation drips out under
the truck, hits the frame and causes rust. This handy little mod brought to you by the folks at
Tacoma World needs to done this coming spring before you start using your AC again. Better
safe than sorry. Who else hates that the passenger side and second cab mats slide all around?
One easy fix is to superglue heavy duty velcro to them, which works some of the time. A better
solution is installing these anti-slip fastener clips. They will hold your mats in place for as long
as you own your truck. It's very easy to take apart your current, black fob and put the guts into
one of their color-matched, more rugged fobs. Many Tacoma owners complain that the bulge on
their Sport model casts a wicked glare and makes it hard to see on a sunny day. The solution to
this is the hood bulge glare blocker decal. It deadens the rays from the sun and makes it not
reflective anymore. Light bars are all the rage with serious off roaders. The Cali Raised behind
grille light bar mounts right below your Tacoma grille and with a little wizardry, can be wired
right to a push button to light it up You don't want to be one of those douches who blinds
people on city roads. Not sure why Tacoma owners want to make their trucks look like the Ford
Raptor, but they do. On the top of the grille, the Raptor has three amber lights. This mod makes
any Tacoma grille look like a Raptor when the sun goes down. A bed mat is pretty self
explanitory, but for those who want to keep their stuff from rolling and sliding all around the bed
of their truck, the OEM bed mat is the perfect solution. If you love your Tacoma to always be
warm when you jump into it, installing a remote start kit is vital to your comfort. For those who
want their Tacoma's to have a wider, more aggressive stance, but can't afford new wheels,

wheel spacers are for you. They allow you to keep your stock wheels, but give you a more
beefed up look. This mod is very easy to complete and gives you more of a daylight look to your
lights. Many Tacoma owners complain about their sound system and how their music just
sounds awful. I don't necessarily agree, but for those who want an inexpensive way to upgrade
your system, this upgrade is for you. Here's the install video. Close menu. Blog Menu. These
mods work with all , , , and models. Tint One of the basic mods you can make to any car or truck
is adding tint. With plenty of options from the factory and aftermarket, there is almost n On top
of the extr The Toyota Tacomaâ€”lovingly called the Taco by its legion of fansâ€”is a practical
mid-size pickup truck first and an off-road toy second. However, its legend is largely influenced
by the latter, especially when combined with Toyota's storied reliability. Although most of its
competitors are more refined, and the Jeep Gladiator is even more capable, the Tacoma has
earned a cult following the hard way: over time, delivering what customers wanted. Its
four-cylinder and V-6 engines aren't all that impressive, and its automatic transmission is as
coordinated as a newborn baby bird, but the truck's TRD models are particularly proficient at
tackling trails and playing in the mud. While its interior is plasticky and even the crew-cab
model has a diminutive back seat, the Tacoma is popular for reasons related to the heart rather
than the head. For , Toyota will offer a limited-run Tacoma Trail Edition model , but only copies
will be available. This version is based on the SR5 crew cab and offers rear- or four-wheel drive.
It comes with unique inch TRD-style wheels with all-terrain tires. In addition to black exterior
badges and a different grille, the Trail Edition has a lockable storage unit and a volt outlet in the
cargo bed. Inside, the cabin features all-weather floor mats and black upholstery with tan
contrast stitching. Double Cab is the Tacoma to get. It comes standard with an electronic
locking rear differential, and we'd take ours with the optional four-wheel drive. While not
selecting the automatic transmission means missing out on certain options, we prefer to shift
gears ourselves and avoid the auto's clumsy behavior. This decision limits us to the shorter 5.
Likewise, the Premium packages are not offered with our transmission choice. Still, every model
has inch wheels, black over-fenders, copious driver assists, and an infotainment system with
Apple CarPlay, Android Auto, and a subscription-based Wi-Fi hotspot. We'd also choose the
Technology package with options, which brings upgraded front lighting with LED elements as
well as blind-spot monitoring, rear cross-traffic alert, and parking sensors. The Tacoma's
optional V-6 engine provides decent performance and towing muscle, but the base four-cylinder
is underpowered and best avoided. We also advise steering clear of the persnickety six-speed
automatic transmission with either engineâ€”stick with the six-speed manual and the V
Anchored by the automatic, the bigger engine struggles at times. Still, none of these choices
are particularly quick. Far from the first choice for ride quality and handling, the Tacoma can
tackle the trails or rough back roads with ease. It can be outfitted to take advantage of
dirt-treading opportunities or pavement cruising. The Limited delivers a satisfying ride that is
smoother and quieter than the off-road versions. We've driven the Tacoma TRD Pro out west
and found its lifted suspension, beefy shock absorbers, and gnarly tires made it one of the best
trucks for off-roading but less enjoyable for everyday driving. At its brawniest, the Tacoma can
tow up to pounds with rear-wheel drive; four-wheel-drive versions can pull pounds. The
Tacoma's pound maximum payload capacity is only available on two-wheel drive models with
the four-cylinder engine; going with four-wheel drive and the V-6 engine results in much lower
capabilities. The V-6 Tacoma's EPA-rated fuel economy ranks in the middle of the pack, but in
our real-world highway testing, it falls short of more efficient competitors. Although the manual
transmission with the V-6 has the worst fuel economy, it's way more fun to drive. In our
real-world fuel-economy test, the Tacoma matched its EPA highway estimate of 23 mpg.
Sticking to your roots is commendable, but it doesn't work in the favor of the Tacoma's cabin.
The utilitarian layout and materials are of a different era. The higher trim levels rely heavily on
hard plastics and minimalistic materials. However, the Tacoma finally offers a power-adjustable
driver's seat. Still, cramped quarters are a staple of the Tacoma. The crew cab's rear seat is
where passengers in the Tacoma will have to squeeze, as legroom is abysmal. The Tacoma has
more than enough volume in its five-foot or six-foot bed, but it disappoints with few storage
cubbies and limited carry-on space inside. Storage capacity is restricted inside the Tacoma, and
the crew cab we tested was only able to hold nine carry-ons in the back seat. Aside from the
center-console bin, there aren't many usable storage bins or cubbies. We'll give Toyota a nod
for incorporating touchscreen infotainment in every Tacoma. The base model features a 7. The
company also has finally added Apple CarPlay and Android Auto compatibility, which should
improve the user experience versus the previous infotainment system. While several USB ports
and a wireless charging are available, the Tacoma still doesn't offer a mobile hotspot as do
some of its rivals. The Tacoma might have average crash-test ratings, but it has the most
standard driver-assistance technology in its class. While the Ridgeline maintains its

class-leading status here thanks to excellent crash-test scores , the mid-size Toyota has more
impressive tech than its other rivals. Key safety features include:. The Tacoma's warranty
coverage aligns with most rivals, and Toyota offers the best complimentary scheduled
maintenance plan in its class. Displacement: cu in, cc Power: hp rpm Torque: lb-ft rpm. More
Features and Specs. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. View Photos. Eric
Stafford. More on the Toyota Tacoma. The Car and Driver Difference. Expand Collapse.
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Discussions: Messages: 4, Tacoma Models. Discussions: 1, Messages: 20, Latest: tacoma ball
joints at bind Bowman , Nov 14, Tacoma Maintenance and Tech. Maintenance Everything from
oil changes to major repairs. Latest: Ball joint issue? Member Builds Track the progress of your
build or just show off what you've already done. Discussions: 83 Messages: 2, Member Garages
Showcase your Tacoma and it's mods. Discussions: Messages: Off-Topic Discuss any topic not
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Discussions: 75 Messages: Latest: Where are the damn mods? Your name or email address: Do
you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
password? Log in or Sign up. Toyota 4Runner Forum [4Runners. Welcome to 4Runners. You
are currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need to register for a FREE account.
Tacomaworld Calendar. Post Reply. I just thought I would share a link to the Tacomaworld
calendar, in case anyone else is a Toyota nut and wants to purchase one. There are a few
4runners in there as well, including mine! I hadn't considered entering, but a friend on the forum
said I should give it a shot. I figured maybe I would get lucky. Thatbassguy , Jan 5, Han4Run
and Toy4X4 like this. Mr November! MeefZah , Jan 5, Han4Run and Thatbassguy [OP] like this.
Thatbassguy , Jan 6, Toy4X4 and MeefZah like this. No Thatbassguy in assless chaps? What
kind of Mr. November are you? Very disappointed. NotaTRD , Jan 15, Toy4X4 and Thatbassguy
[OP] like this. Thatbassguy , Jan 16, Toy4X4 , Jan 16, Chris In Milwaukee , Jan 16, Thatbassguy
[OP] and Toy4X4 like this. Toy4X4 likes this. Thatbassguy [OP] likes this. All chaps are assless
If they had an ass they'd be pants. MeefZah , Jan 16, Show Ignored Content. All Categories.
Username or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes,
my password is: Forgot your password? Forum Create a Free Account! Resources 3rd Gen.
Media New media. Log in Register. What's new. Tacoma Service Manual. Common acronyms.
Cali Raised molle bed panel install. MBRP rear modular bumper install. Portable air conditioner
made from a cooler. Safari snorkel install. SSO Slimline bumper and winch install. TPAM mount
power upgrade. Log in. Install the app. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please
enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It
may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative
browser. Author Mr. Nobody Start date Jan 31, Hello, visitor! Welcome to Tacoma3G.
Registration is completely free and only takes 30 seconds, so we hope to see you and your rig
soon! Tacoma3G O. Information pulled from TacomaWorld. He created and compiled this
information. It's too good not to have here so I reached out to him on TW and he gave me the
okay to share this information for the benefit of other 3rd Gen owners. TacomaWorld is a great
resource and I hope you will find value in it as we look to continually build the depth of
information stored on T3G. I hope as a 3rd Gen owner you will utilize it to learn everything you
can about these trucks and share that information with fellow 3rd Gen owners here on T3G and
elsewhere. Small features about the 3rd Gen Tacoma If you have the factory tonneau cover,
close the tail gate first then close the cover and press on the back corner until you hear a click,
this completely seals the back and lets only small drops of water in if any Check your cleates on
the back if you tonneau cover doesn't close all the way You cannot leave the keyless access
FOB in the vehicle and lock it at the same time on appropriate trim levels Your Nav traffic and
weather are based off of the HD radio and not the XM satellite as some believe, this can be
validated by going to Toyota's entune section and choosing the Tacoma then select weather or
traffic. Your Nav does not require satellite subscription to work. The entune app on your phone
provides a fall back device if HD radio is not available for traffic and weather. Keep in mind this
uses data from your cell plan. ATF fluid for automatics can not be visually inspected via
dipstick. The timer can be adjusted or disabled completely via the dash menu. Your Tacoma
does not auto-lock itself if you exit and forget to press the sensor or use your FOB The
automatic transmission will learn your driving habits over time and stop hunting for gears as

time progresses, mine stopped at around miles-ish Your heated seats will stay on the setting
you left them on after you exit the vehicle. The next time you enter your vehicle they will
automatically be on at the last setting they were left on. The window lock locks all windows
except yours, even from your own panel. I have had many vehicles that wouldn't allow this. You
should have a separate key for your tailgate that is long and looks like it's something from the
key inside the FOB is only for your driver door. The separate key is either handed to you or in
your glove box. This only applies to push button start trim levels Only, the key in the FOB also
unlocks the tailgate. The key inside the FOB also locks and unlocks the glove box. The S mode
on automatic transmissions usually shifts to 4th gear, this is normal at highway speeds. Simply
shift up or down depending on your speed and situation. You can turn the HD radio feature off
on the entertainment system if it keeps going in and out on you due to out of coverage areas or
other circumstances. There is additional space behind the driver's side rear seat compared to
the rear seat on the passenger's side. For those new to push start, press once for accessories
hold down to start. Accessory mode will power the radio. The iPhone cannot directly reply to
text messages in the vehicle, you have to use the mobile assistant. Your automatic headlight
sensor is on the passenger side of the dashboard, this can be affected by window sticks if
required by state. You can adjust the sensor sensitivity if needed via the instrument cluster
display Press and hold on the entertainment system screen to save a radio. You can erase the
cache on the entertainment system. The cupholder separator in the middle near the wireless
charging area comes out if needed. The Power outlet in the bed will supply vac up to watts
during idle only in neutral MT or park AT and vac up to watts while the vehicle is being driven or
in gear , and it's mode must be toggled by the dash switch. If you have the v6 your have a
different oil filter system. You replace the interior and screw the outside housing back on. The i4
engine still uses the traditional spin on oil filter. A press of the turn signal will activate the
blinker for 3 seconds without fully depressing the lever. No need for multiple presses. Thanks
ToyFXR88 If you keep your foot off the brake and press the push start twice it turns the ignition
on for all other electronics that accessory mode does not power. Thanks G3Inferno You can
change the background on your multimedia system. The owners app on your mobile phone
shows you what has been done and what the icons mean on your truck. Courtesy of abec If you
leave the transmission in neutral while parked in ACC mode and pull the hand brake, the radio
seems to not have a turn off timer. A user reported over 2 hours of radio time while at a drive-in
movie while using this method. Also if you are in S mode, for example 1st gear. Just tap up
once and hold the shifter for 1 second and it will jump to 6th gear instead of tapping it 5 times If
you open the sunroof all the way. Then press the open button again it will open up a little bit
more. They do this to help keep the road noise down. The sun visors extend. You can see the
one clip with arrows showing it. If you are in accessory mode, everything will shut off after 15
minutes or so. The cluster display says "shutting down to conserve power" Courtesy of
shellshocked When driving highway speed, move the shifter Left and Forward and it will shift
into 5th instead of 4th like normal. You can then quickly tap to sixth or hold forward to get to
sixth Turning odometer reset knob clockwise brightens display, counterclockwise dims it. You
can set all doors to unlock upon your hand touching the handle for keyless entry models You
Entune system has a driver section that lets you input last oil changes, primary dealership
location and a myriad of other entries for services you might have performed. Useful for
keeping track of things! It's in the Apps section if you scroll over far enough. If you turn the
truck off, phone charging via cable also stops. If you put the truck in reverse while driving at
around 35 mph tested by a forum member in this thread, see his video , the truck goes into
neutral instead of reverse as a safety feature. Last edited: Jan 31, Will be using this down the
road for sure. Tacoma3G Supporter. This is normal and a feature that was left out of the Tacoma
on every trim as even my Limited doesn't have it. Why was this something people expected?
Rev N said:. My Ford Focus has that feature. Was called a rain lamp. Just an extra feature that
they could put on the window sticker? I never actually realized that was a thing on any car
Granted I've pretty much only ever owned Toyota trucks, so I guess that makes my point moot
I'll add in another small trick I didnt see above. When the truck is completely off and you want to
leave the doors open, the truck will sometimes beep at you constantly. You can manually press
the rubber door close sensor next to the door latch once, on any door and the beeping will stop.
RamblinRoots said:. Such a good reference thank you! I believe it does it in drive as well. Have
not tried for extended lengths. BARE Outfitters said:. Do you have to do it each time?!?
Unfortunately yes. I really wish I had one of those lol! But I was new to the Tacoma game and
was star struck by the shiny new ! Thee three blink lane change can be changed to any number
of blinks between 0 and 7 using Carista or the dealership can do it with their techstream. Those
two methods can also turn off the seatbelt warning chimes. Other customizations are available
as well. Post reply. Insert quotesâ€¦. Top Bottom. At Pure Tacoma, you will find the largest
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ood Graphics - Black. Carpet Floor Mats. PT : Carpet Floor Mats. As a Toyota Tacoma owner,
you know you can depend on your Tacoma for many miles to come. Toyota Tacoma OEM parts
will give you both peace of mind and total confidence for all those miles. Explore Toyota Parts
Online and shop an authorized dealer for all the spare Toyota Tacoma parts and accessories
you need. Nobody knows your Toyota better than we do, so trust us to pair you with tires that
match your vehicle perfectly. Legal Privacy Policy Legal Terms. Specifications, features,
equipment, technical data, performance figures, options, and color and trim are based upon
information available at time of publication, are subject to change without notice, and are for
mainland U. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we are
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